
General Government Committee                    February 27, 2023 
501 Low Gap Road 
Ukiah, CA 95482 

Re: Item 2b) Discussion and Possible Action Including Providing a Recommendation to the
Board of Supervisors to Approve the Cannabis Department’s Request to File a Local
Jurisdiction Assistance Grants Program (LJAGP) Budget Amendment Reducing the Amount of
Direct Grant Funds Available to Approximately $3.6 Million and Redirecting the Balance of
Approximately $6.8 Million to Fund Expenses Associated with Timely Application Review that
were Not Known to the Department when Filing the Original Application1

Honorable Supervisors,

MCA strongly objects to the proposed reduction by MCD of $6.8 million in Direct Grant funds
from the LJAGP. These critical funds originally allocated for licensees are now being requested
by MCD to cover Departmental administrative costs ‘that were not known to the department
when filing the original application’ - 3 days AFTER the Direct Grant process finally opened to
applicants after months of delays, and despite incomplete information available on the website
and no public meeting regarding the issued process. It is more than ironic that MCD explicitly
prohibits licensees from making these kinds of adjustments once they have an approved grant
agreement despite clearly having the mechanisms to do so.

The County should be significantly concerned about the failure of MCD to properly budget and
manage funds, and question whether there will be further “suddenly discovered” shortfalls
through which MCD will seek to redirect funds intended for applicants to cover its budget.
Specifically, we recommend careful scrutiny of the previously submitted budgets, the reported
$1 million shortfall that was not disclosed by MCD (but rather revealed by the CEO’s office), and
the claim that the current additional funding request is in fact based on information not known or
that could not have been reasonably anticipated by MCD. These factors should be thoroughly
considered before any adjustment to MCD’s budget or any redirection of LJAGP funds would be
approved. MCD’s proposed reallocation of funds would leave only $3.6 million in Direct Grant
funding for operators, meaning if maximum grant allowances of $100K were distributed the
program would only be able to serve 36 licensees.

Given the fact that this request seeks to rob funding from the Direct Grant funds that will be
available to applicants and has been broadcasted as such to the public for more than a year,

1 Agenda Materials
https://mendocino.legistar.com/LegislationDetail.aspx?ID=6040356&GUID=8FA615C1-65C0-4FC2-BEC6-43D9F8A463CA&Options=&Search=&FullText=1
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there should be a forensic level of scrutiny to ensure that MCD has the capacity to manage its
budget, expenditures, and efficiencies before another cent is appropriated to it.

If funds are in fact needed, the first step would be to assess other budgeted items like Satellite
Imagery with a budget of $1 Million2 which are not required for transitioning operators to
annuals, or the similarly budgeted RII Powerscore3 which should be completely eliminated or, if
funds have already been spent, reduced as much as possible. It appears that perhaps the
Powerscore budget has already been removed from the revised Section D, which indicates that
MCD is already redirecting that $1 Million into other admin costs, making their total budget
revision/ allocation request for additional admin funds from other line items closer to $8 Million.
However, it is difficult to know if that is the case. Explicit and detailed reporting concerning all
aspects of budgetary changes should be provided and reviewed before any approval of change
in budget for the LJAGP Grant, and more generally for the Department, are contemplated or
approved.

For the last 15 months or more, local licensees have been told repeatedly that these critical
funds would be made available to them directly to manage expensive and complicated CEQA
compliance to transition from Provisional to Annual Licenses. In the plan laid out on page 23 in
the County's application for LJAGP funds4, MCD indicated it would be drafting operators’
Appendix G CEQA paperwork. To accomplish this, in the Executed LJAGP Agreement Budget
sections A and B5 there was a total of roughly $2.5 Million identified for staff and contract
planners. Now, this budget which is said to contain costs that ‘were not known,’ includes
significant increases to staffing personnel, hours and overall costs in these two Budget sections
of roughly $10.7 Million. To this point there is no real confidence that MCD can actually manage
the required workload even if their funding were increased.

It is also important to remember that due to the unfortunate Deprioritization program and the
large number of applicants currently Deprioritized, MCD is currently only planning to process a
very small number of applications compared to the number that remain. It is our sincere hope
that the Payment Plan item being discussed today will move forward and that applicants will
quickly be Reprioritized into the queue for processing. When this happens it will increase MCD’s
workload which is already in question with the reduced number of applicants they have been
projecting to review.

Taken together, the facts point to programmatic inefficiencies that appear to constitute waste,
budgetary incompetence, continued maladministration and unnecessary barriers within the
management of the program and the department. The situation demands immediate action from
the GGC and the full Board to course correct. The plans outlined by MCD thus far have not
come to fruition. We have no reason to believe that the plans laid out in these documents are
any different. We do not believe that more money is the solution to the failure of the
department, and we call both for less interference from County Counsel and a new approach to

5 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IRJqmnvejgrSA9SE3ZiS0Q_xQxZnU1FN/view?usp=share_link

4 https://drive.google.com/file/d/1nva2T4GgVQIFMqbKl7bL-lw92RDu00AW/view?usp=sharing

3 MCA Memo on RII Powerscore from 02-03-2023.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1vvmIzJidk19HRdSpxDqIstkS97oUcVJg/view?usp=sharing

2 Proposed LJAGP Budget Amendment 02-23-2023
https://mendocino.legistar.com/View.ashx?M=F&ID=11669938&GUID=1D85E165-D698-45FE-9A48-4E9B62740026
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departmental leadership which can effectively manage the significant resources already allotted
while maintaining the promise of Direct Grants to local licensees.

With only 6 annual cultivation licenses in Mendocino today and the loss of continued equity
funding for our County (which has around 250 Equity designated licensees), the loss of these
committed funds for applicants would be another nail in the coffin for the operators struggling to
remain in the program. The County must choose wisely if we are to save this valuable economic
and cultural resource.

Thank you for taking the time to look into these items of concern. We appreciate your
consideration of our recommendations.

Sincerely,

Mendocino Cannabis Alliance
e: info@mendocannabis.com
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